[Heart catheterization in newborn and young infants. Description of the method].
The data of 343 newborns and young infants were reviewed who, from 1968 until August 1982, had undergone heart catheterization. Variations in frequency of catheterization and diagnoses as well as lethality were investigated. The first rise of heart catheterization performances could be noted in the years of 1968 and 1969 (by routine application of the Rashkind procedure), another remarkable rise took place in the years from 1971 to 1975, probably due to better feasibilities of modern cardiac surgery. Later on, a new dynamic plateau was developed. With the utilization of echocardiography, a significant decrease of heart catheterization performances in certain diagnostic groups (HLH, PFC) was registered. Nowadays, however, new diagnostic challenges (infants with low gestational age, respiratory problems, PDA) require heart catheterization. Comparison of the different diagnostic groups' lethality rate reveals that children undergoing heart catheterization, in order to rule out TGA, demonstrate a remarkably higher lethality rate (27%) than children suffering from TGA (3.7%). Introduction of echocardiography has decreased this risk significantly.